We consider Calderón-Zygmund operators on product domains. Under certain weak conditions on the kernel a singular integral operator can be proved to be bounded on Hp(R x R x ■ ■ ■ x R), 0 < p < 1 , if its behaviour on L2 and on certain scalar-valued and vector-valued rectangle atoms is known. Another result concerns an extension of the authors' results on /Avariants of Calderón-Zygmund theory [1, 23] to the product-domain-setting. As an application, one obtains estimates for Fourier multipliers and pseudo-differential operators.
Introduction
The first purpose of this paper is to extend to the multiparameter setting the results obtained by the authors in [1, 2, and 23] concerning the classical (oneparameter) Calderón-Zygmund theory of Lp spaces. One of the results of [ 1 and 23] may be stated as follows. Let <I> be a smooth bump function on 1 supported in [1, 4] such that ¿Zm^(\t\/2m) = 1 on E\{0}. (Here, || • \\p-p is the LP multiplier norm and A£ is the space of Lipschitz continuous functions of order s .) Theorem A strengthens the classical Hörmander multiplier theorem and gives a good "almost orthogonality" criterion for Fourier multipliers in the sense that LP boundedness of each "dyadic piece" m¡ implies U boundedness of the original multiplier m provided we have a tiny amount of smoothness. (This smoothness cannot be entirely dispensed with because of a classical counterexample of Littman, McCarthy and Rivière [20] .) Thus one of our aims is to prove the analogue of Theorem A when the one-parameter family of dilations ¿j i-» 2'c; is replaced by the «-parameter family (¿ji,... , <*") ■-> (2'1cji, ... , 2'"Cj"). To give a taste of what is to come, we state (for simplicity only) a result in K2. we have sup||w,-||p_p < 00, sup||/ñ,-||p_p < 00, iez jez and sup HwíjIIai < 00.
i, jez Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lr(R2) for p < r < p'.
(Here again, |H|p_p is the LP(R2) multiplier norm and Ag is the 2-parameter Lipschitz space with differences taken in both variables.)
The second purpose of the paper is to obtain a strengthened Hp-theory (0 < p < 1) of product domain Calderón-Zygmund singular integrals Much work on this topic has been done recently by Journé [15, 16, 17] , R. Fefferman [6, 7] , Soria [24] , and Pipher [22] , with Journé's work being especially important. The moral of R. Fefferman's point of view [7] is that despite the fact that Hp cannot be characterized by "rectangle atoms," nevertheless a linear operator which "behaves well" with respect to rectangle atoms will be bounded from Hp to LP , at least in the 2-parameter setting. Journé [ 17] has shown that in three parameters, this philosophy breaks down, but, however, remains valid (see also H. Lin [19] ) for convolution operators. Perhaps the principal achievement of this paper is to show that with a different interpretation of rectangle atomsindeed as vector-valued rectangle atoms-the Fefferman philosophy remains valid with any number of parameters. We stress at this point that the analysis of this paper still relies heavily on Journé's geometric ideas contained in [15] .
Let us make things a little more precise. The //''-space on the product domain RxRx---xR = R" consists of those tempered distributions / whose multiparameter area integral S(f) is in LP . Here, for all polynomials p of degree < M for sufficiently large M. (If 0 < p < 1, we require M > n/p.) Of course a similar definition could have been made for the product space Rd' x ■ ■■ x Rd*, but for simplicity only we assume each dj = I. Also, this definition of S(f) and Hp makes sense for / taking values in a Hubert space H, and all statements we shall make remain valid in this setting.
We now introduce vector-valued rectangle atoms.
■ /-
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Definition. A (p, R) rectangle atom on Rm with values in a Hubert space H is a function a : Rm -* H which is supported on some rectangle R in Rm (here and always a rectangle means a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes) which satisfies (i) ¡R\a(x)\2Hdx<\R\x-2'p;
(ii) fRa(x\, ... , Xj, ... , xm)p(xj)dxj = 0 for almost all (xx, ... , X/_., Xj+i, ... , xm), j = I,... , m , and for all polynomials p of degree < M, where M is sufficiently large (we require M > n/p).
It is easy to see that every (p, R) rectangle atom is in Hp(Rm , H) ; see [4] . We shall refer to R as the rectangle associated to a. We use the letter m instead of n in the above definition because we shall be considering rectangle atoms living on a factor subspace Rm of E" with values in L2(E"_m).
To be more systematic, given a subset a ç {1,2,...,«}, we denote by Ra the subspace of R" spanned by the unit coordinate vectors es, s £ a. Similarly we define R" , Na , Za . We shall denote by a' the complement of a in {I, ... ,n} so that R" = Ra © Ra' for all a . Yla : R" -> Ra is the natural projection; when a is a singleton, say a = {s} , we shall often write ns instead of n^}. If R is a dyadic rectangle in Ra , we denote by 2Ls(R) the sidelength of the projection YISR and by La(R) the vector in Za with components LS(R), s £a. Now consider a singular integral operator with kernel K(x, y) so that Tf(x) = j K(x,y)f(y)dy. When a = {I, ... , n} , T° will be denoted by Tm , and La(R) by L(R).
We are now ready to state our first result. Theorem 1. Let T be a singular integral operator which is bounded on L2(R").
Let 0 < p < 1 and e > 0. Suppose that for all a ç {1,...,«}, 1 < \a\ < n-1, for all (p, R) L2(Ra')-valued rectangle atoms a associated to some rectangle R in Ra, for all la £ NQ we have s€a Suppose furthermore that for all C-valued (p, S) rectangle atoms b associated to some rectangle S in R" , for all I £ N" and for all r = 1, . and operator-valued kernels with values in ^f(H0, Hx). We should like to remark that, in the special case of BMO-estimates, a result like Theorem 1 could already have been obtained by the technique that Journé used to prove LP -boundedness (p > 2) for the Littlewood-Paley-function associated to arbitrary intervals. Remark 2. Theorem 1, as stated, is weaker in the case n = 2 than Fefferman's result [7] because we require the notion of vector-valued atoms. However there is a sharper version (see Theorem 3.1 below) which is very close to Fefferman's theorem. In fact, it requires the notion of L2(Ra')-valued atoms in Ra only for those a with |q| < n -2. This illustrates the difference between the geometrically simple case n = 2 and the higher-parameter case.
Complementary to the Hp theory is an Lp theory, 1 < p < 2, which eventually yields results such as Theorem B above. With this in mind, we introduce a multiparameter Littlewood-Paley decomposition. Let 0 be a smooth function such that 4>2 = O. For a ç {1, ... , «} and j £ Za we define T is bounded on LP .
Section 2 of this paper contains the preliminaries from the Chang-Fefferman Hardy space theory which we need and also the relevant geometric lemma (a variant of Journé's). Sharper versions of Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in § §3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 contains the applications to Fourier multipliers and pseudodifferential operators. Finally, in §6, an example is presented to show that one cannot replace "strip-hypotheses" in multiparameter multiplier theorems by purely local hypotheses. That is, we cannot replace the first two hypotheses of Theorem B by sup, >yez ||m,7||p_p < oc and still have a true theorem. In fact, if we are to insist on local hypotheses, the standard Hörmander-Marcinkiewicz theorem cannot be essentially improved upon.
Preliminaries from Hardy-space theory and geometry
In this section we recall some definitions and facts about the Chang-Fefferman atomic decomposition of Hp functions and prove a variant of Journé's covering lemma.
We first need some notation. Given a dyadic rectangle R in R" and a ç {1, ... , n} , we associate a rectangle R" in R" xR^ by defining R+ = {(x, t)\x £ R, ï ~ 2L°W), where t ~ 2L°W means 2L^ < ts < 2L^+X for all s £ a, (t = (ts)sea). We also set xR j(x) = Xr°(x, t) and drop the a when o = {l,..., n}. The following kind of estimate occurs in [3] and is proved by a duality argument and Plancherel's theorem. Let *F be a C°° even function of compact support in [-i , I] such that / \%)|2 dt/t = 1, and let ,??({) = Use« %&) -Lemma 2.1 [3] . Let M be a collection of distinct dyadic rectangles in Rn . Suppose that for each R £ M, for each t £ R\ , we have a function eRyt '■ Rn -* C. These lemmas were used to derive an atomic decomposition for Hx functions. We give a definition of an atom associated to an open set similar to the one which may be found in [3] .
Definition. Let Q ç 1" be an open set of finite measure. A function bçi is called a (p, Q) atom (associated to Q.) if bQ can be decomposed as bçi = Z)r J ¥t* eR,tdt/ n"=i ts where (x, t) >-* eR(x, t) is supported in R+ and R runs over a collection of dyadic rectangles supported in Q, and where < \Çl\x'2'x'p. By Lemma 2.1, a (p, Cl) atom bçi satisfies ||¿n||2 < c\il\x/2~x/p ; hence any (p -R) atom for R a rectangle is also a (p, R) rectangle atom. where the sum is extended over the dyadic Q in R[l "kx.
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Proof. First let k = 1, / e N. For a dyadic interval / of R1, let EfCl) he the union of all dyadic S in Rt2-""1 such that / x S ç Q. Let /(/) be the unique dyadic interval containing / such that Lx(I(l)) = L¡(I) + l. We first claim that
To see this, let y £ 3 §\x\ and let S he a dyadic rectangle in Rt2 "J, y £ S, with I xS £3ê and »,'(/ x S) < I. Then, since /(/) x Em(Cl) Ç Cl, Now assume that 2 < k < n -I and that the lemma has been proved for l,2,...,fe-l. Take I = (1, If) = (lx, ... , lk) £ Nk . We write dyadic intervals in Rl1"*! as Q x Ik with Q ç Rli-^-n , ik ç RW .
We fix m £ Nl_' "kx with ms < ls, s = I, ... , k -I , and consider a dyadic rectangle R = QxS = Ixx-xI" where R £ 31 and ks(R, il) = ms, s=l, ... ,k-l, and we write Q = ÎX(Q x S, Cl) x ■■■ x 4_,(ß x 51, Q). In Proof. Two different dyadic rectangles in Jf(l ,31) with the same projection Q in Rt1 "-!] are disjoint and will be contained in Qx3?l f~xx _ The assertion now follows from the case k = n -1 of Lemma 2.3. O
In the above two lemmas, we have made geometrical constructions (dilations of rectangles in some directions) depending on an ordering of these directions. Of course, we could have chosen any permutation of the standard ordering used here, and still have obtained an analogous result; we shall need this observation in the next section.
//"-ESTIMATES
We first formulate a version of Theorem 1, with, among other things, improved decay assumptions. For a ^ {1, ... , «} with a = {ai < ■■■ <av} we set d(l, a) = ¡afaf1 ■ ■ ■ lav ■ Then we have Theorem 3.1. Let T be a singular integral operator which is bounded on L2 with norm at most A. Suppose that for all a, I <\a\ < n -2, all I £Na, all L2(Ra')-valued (p, R) rectangle atoms a we have WTLaiR)+la\\LPiL*) <Af-Suppose furthermore that for all a, \a\ = n -1, and all C-valued (p, S) rectangle atoms b we have \\Tl{S)+lb\\P < B? and that for all 1 < r < n, for all Ï £ N^' , E TUS)+ll In order to prove Proposition 3.2, we carry out a further geometric construction which is essentially the same as in [22] .
Suppose y ç {1, ... , n} , y = {yx < ■ ■■ < ym} . Let < be any total ordering on the subset of y such that 0 < ■■■ <y < y, where if m > 2, y contains ym . (This last requirement is merely a technical convenience.) For a ç y, let á denote its predecessor with respect to the above ordering and define N(0) = 0, N(a) = N(á) + \a\ (so that N(y) = YZ=ok{T) = m2m~x).
Let Q C R? be an open set and let J1 be a family of dyadic rectangles supported in Q. For each R £32 and each a ç y we will define several "enlargements" u?(R, Cl) (r = 0, ... , \a\) and wa(R, Q), such that for every a we will be able to apply Lemma 2.3 to the family of rectangles {Wq(R, il)}Re^ .
We set w0(R) = R. Suppose we have defined wà(R) ç QW*)). Given a = {ai <■•■ <av}, we set «g(A, Q) = wá(R) and if u^(R, il) = I7¡ x---xlïm, we proceed to define 7a,, Iai, ... , Ia" as in §2. That is, Iax is the largest dyadic interval containing Ia¡ such that We prove only part (a); the proof of part (b) is exactly similar and will be omitted. Let ba be a (p, Cl) atom; we consider Tbçi separately in fít"2""') and in R"\Q("2""''. As in [6] , the estimate in fi*"2""1) is an easy consequence of the L2-boundedness of T and the strong maximal theorem:
\\Tbn\\p ~ , <\Cl{nr~,)\x-p/2\\Tbçl\\P, "¿"(iK»2"-1)) _ ' I II "112 < CAp\il\x-p/2\\bçi\\p < CAp.
To estimate Tbc¡ in R"\Q("2"~'), we use the formula E«m= E (-1)|fl|_1 E *.+ E «* m€Z" 1<|«|<« mSZm, ms>0 meZm , ms<0 for iÇa 1<-S<"
(which may be proved by applying the formula no-T^i-E^ + E^-E PjPkPt-
with Pj = X{mj>0}) to write, as in [15] , for x $ Q("2"~'), ' tx ■ ■ -tn <c(YJ)»d(l,a)x-p'2, since 6q is a (p, Q) atom. The bound for /" follows by summation on / e NQ . For \a\ = n -I we use a slightly different argument. Let J£(srff¡'J) be the family of all one-dimensional dyadic intervals which are maximal in s/q '¡r. Each R e %Sq i is contained in a unique Qx I with / e J((s¿q'J). for m e N, some large A, for p < r < 2. Then T is bounded on LP .
Proof. Let f eLP ; then by the Calderón reproducing formula, we may write Similarly for j £Zn , Í £ NW , let ^ ¿ be the family of all dyadic rectangles R in R" with the property that if 32ß contains R, then us(R, Qp) < ls, 1 <5<«-l,and L(uQ(R,nß)) =j (with i/s = up."} and u0 = u{0l'"'n}). If ß Ç {1, ... , n) and / e N^ , let $/ß , be the subfamily of rectangles R in if, j such that L^(A) = Ylßj -i.
Setting eR(F) = E" eR(F) (only one term in the sum is nonzero) we consider the operators of,(F)= E eR(F), aJ;f,(F)= E eR(F), xj/Fî= E e*(p)> tju{F)= E **(n *€*;./ Revf. j
With this notation, we may, as in §3, rewrite (4.4) as
We shall need some estimates for the operators o and t .
Lemma 4.2. Let 1 < r < 2.
(i) (Eje* K.iCW < cd(l,a)l"-W\\F\\r,.
(ii) If 0 t¿ ß ç a, i,m£Nß ,
Proof. We prove only (ii) in the case that a -ß f 0 ; all the other cases may be handled in the same way. Let wf = y/f *ß f ; then clearly for ts ~ 2's~h , s £ ß , the LP operator norm of Q% j+mWtß is dominated by Y[seß 2-M\m*+>*\.
For t = nßt, let
Re^a-f + 11 s
Hence, considering the case r = 2 of (ii),
EiißU^;i/(f)ii2 ^E/f ¿_ ii^«.^iliiK:iirii!^7.
(by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality), and, by using Lemma 2.1 with respect to the ß' variables, we can dominate this by \\seß 2~M(Ws+ís)||/r||y2. Now we consider the case r = 1 of (ii); once this is established the general case follows by interpolation. For a dyadic J in RQ with La(J) = j and t£ (R+)ß , we set J ,i,l,p ~E h.-*KA% ,a:ß.n^" 11 s
RelF-^ra, n"«g(ii,5^)=/ Notice that aaj'ßj ß is supported in Jxsff^Cl^), where s/f¡ isthe j/y"}{1"-'"} of Lemma 3. In this section we give some applications of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and prove Hp-and Lp-results for convolution and pseudodifferential operators. The computations needed to check the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are easy modifications of those carried out in [ 1 and 2] in the one-parameter case; so we will be very concise and omit most of the details.
We need some notation: Mp , 1 < p < oo, denotes the standard space of Fourier multipliers m in LP . The norm is given by the norm of the operator T where (Tf)~(Q = m(Ç)f(Ç). Similarly we define for a c {I, ... , n} the space M\2 consisting of those m such that the multiplier transformation T is bounded on the mixed norm space Lx(Ra, L2(Ra')). (Note that by [13] , Mx C Afjj.) The dyadic decomposition <¡>¡ (or ®f) is used to express some Lipschitz conditions with respect to multiplier norms. Then we have the inequality W-x[mh\\H, < CA\\f\\", for --j---< p < I.
Proof. It suffices to show that T : Hp -► LP since Hp may be characterized as a space of distributions whose iterated Hubert transforms are in Lp (see [11, 15] ).
In order to keep the notation simple, we assume n = 2 and the general case is proved in the same way. Then we have to check the four hypotheses of the theorem. We only examine the hypothesis involving mixed norms in LP(L2) ; the other inequalities are obtained in the same manner.
Let a he an L2-valued rectangle atom. We may consider a as a function Recalling that mikt has compact support in {\ < l^ | < 4} , we obtain 1/2 j \m¡kl(ix,Í2)\2 + \d(lm¡k¡(íx,Í2)\2díx
Putting the estimates (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7) together, we get Hr/alli <c2/(1-") [E^ E 2<*-/*inin(l,2-a'W)
and since â > 1 -1, M(p) > 1 -1, we get the bound (5.3). Similarly one can do the estimates required for the rectangle atoms. For these estimates we use (5.1) and the restriction theorem of de Leeuw ( [18] ; see also Jodeit [14] ). G " fj¡ all h £ Rn , some e > 0, where A^1 denotes the difference operator A^/(x) = f(x + hses) -f(x) in the Xç-direction. A similar remark applies to (5.2). This observation can be used to show that the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 are really independent of the choice of </> (see [2, 23] for similar arguments). Proposition 5.1 implies as a corollary an //''-version of the Hörmander multiplier theorem in product spaces. The same result was proved by R. Fefferman and K. C. Lin [9] in the two-parameter case, using R. Fefferman's [7] result on rectangle atoms. For p = 1 the corollary already follows from the BMOestimates for convolution operators proved by H. Lin [19] .
Let us define the multiparameter Sobolev-space Sff by The proof consists of verifying the hypotheses of Theorem 2 or Theorem 4.1. This is done exactly as in [1, § §3 and 5] , to which we refer the interested reader for details. Finally, we observe that Theorem B of the Introduction is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.5, since the hypotheses of Theorem B for a given p imply, by interpolation, those of Proposition 5.5 for each r with p < r < 2.
A COUNTEREXAMPLE
We now wish to show that the "semilocal" assumptions in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 cannot be replaced by purely "local" ones unless much more smoothness is assumed. where 9 is supported in {|xi| < yg} and </> is supported in {-$, < ¿;2 < {¿}. It is easy to see that m satisfies (i) and (ii). By a result of Herz and Rivière [13] , it suffices to show that T associated to m is not a bounded operator on the mixed norm space LP(L2) 
